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High-quality students
improve every part of our
academic program.

message from the dean

john snyder

D

uring the past seven years, Jim Rasband has led byu Law School through
perhaps the most challenging stretch in the history of legal education in the
United States by expanding and improving every aspect of our program. He
has worked tirelessly to create new opportunities for teaching and learning
for the faculty, staff, and students of the Law School, and we are grateful for
his dedicated service. We remain motivated to continue on this trajectory of
excellence, leveraging our long-standing tradition of outstanding teaching and
our recent successes in scholarship to engage more fully with the world outside the walls of
our beautifully remodeled law building.
In this annual report you will see evidence of the ways in which we build the three communities that constitute a first-rate law school: the community of scholars, the community
of teachers and learners, and the community of leaders.
We are a community of scholars who are animated by a passion for ideas. We are not
content to merely teach the ideas of others. We create new ideas, which we disseminate to
students, policymakers, and other scholars with the hope that they will apply those ideas to
solving problems. In this annual report you can read about some of the ways we have been
nurturing ideas during the past year:
	
Last fall we hosted the Rocky Mountain Junior Scholars Forum, an annual conference
that we started nearly a decade ago to help young scholars, including our own, develop
their ideas.
	
Professor Cliff Fleming has continued to demonstrate his leadership in the field of international tax law by organizing the byu Law Review symposium, “The Cutting Edge of
International Tax Reform.”
	
byu Law is a leader in law and entrepreneurship, and in February legal and business
scholars from schools across the United States came to byu to examine the role of law
in facilitating or impeding entrepreneurial action.
	
Professor Justin Collings published the first scholarly history of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany; this magnificent work has earned the praise of legal historians.
	
In April byu Law hosted the first conference on law and corpus linguistics in the United
States. An event cosponsored by the Georgetown Center for the Constitution, this pioneering conference brought together leading linguists and legal theorists to explore
ways to facilitate the use of corpus linguistics by scholars and judges.
As you can perceive, we are ambitious with our ideas.
We are a community of teachers and learners. While we continue to offer rigorous
training in legal analysis, over the past five years byu Law has dramatically expanded the










teaching of skills through clinics and clinical alliances.
The addition of Professor Curtis Anderson this past year
has enhanced our teaching of transactional lawyering,
and you can read about his students’ experiences. Professor Carl Hernandez continued to bless our students
by working to change the Third-Year Practice Rule in
Utah, expanding opportunities for our students to gain
hands-on experience after their first year of law school.
This coming year we are adding another professional
faculty member, Ben Cook, who serves as the director
of the byu Center for Conflict Resolution and will teach
Negotiation and Mediation in the Law School.
Of course these efforts would not be possible without our excellent students. High-quality students improve every part of our academic program, and we continue to attract amazing students from all over the United States and
the world. byu Law School continues to be a destination law school for many prospective
law students, and we typically rank with Yale Law School and Harvard Law School as the
top three schools in the country for yield on admissions. Our appeal is magnified by the
substantial support we receive from The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and
from alumni and friends. In this annual report and in our future interactions, you will see
an increased emphasis on law student scholarships. One of the many features of byu Law
of which you can be proud is that we offer a first-rate legal education at a cost that allows
our students the option of serving in diverse pursuits after graduation.
We are a community of leaders who take seriously the admonition at the entrance to
byu’s campus to “go forth to serve.” Our alumni continue to serve the Law School, the legal
profession, and the broader society in myriad ways, and we are grateful to celebrate some
of your accomplishments in this report. We are especially grateful to our alumni who serve
as ambassadors of the Law School to their professional and personal networks, who mentor
current law students, who provide employment opportunities for our graduates, who serve
as adjunct faculty at the Law School, and who participate in fundraising for the Law School.
We love you, and we want to remain part of your lives.
In this annual report you will see some evidence of our efforts to create a law school
where, as faculty, staff, students, alumni, and others, we serve God not only with our hearts,
might, and strength but also with our minds. We encourage you to continue to labor with us
as we strive to change the world for the better.

d. g or d on smit h

Dean and Glen L. Farr Professor of Law
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f a c u lt y

What makes a great law school? Great faculty members and great students!

Our faculty members are impressive teachers with outstanding credentials who produce influential scholarship, publish in top law reviews, and present their work all over the world. They have
chosen to come here because they want to participate in the mission of this great Latter-day Saint
law school. They are dedicated to building a vibrant international community that links students,
alumni, friends, and scholars. View their profiles at www.law2.byu.edu/faculty.

b u i l d i n g c o m m u n i t y : s p o t l i g h t s o n fa c u lt y - r u n c o n f e r e n c e s at b y u l a w
byu Law is proud to host conferences that bring together scholars and academics from all over the world. Following
are a few highlights of the many conferences that occurred at the Law School during the 2015–2016 academic year.

Rocky Mountain Junior

cultivate their networks and meet

Scholars Forum

others who could be resources
for questions in the future.

In the fall of 2009, then professor

For the first forum, 27

Gordon Smith and then associate

academics from 11 law schools

dean Thomas Lee invited junior

participated. The forum was so

scholars from the Rocky Mountain

successful that other schools

As part of this conference, orga-

region to a forum in which they

asked if they could be involved,

nized and hosted by Dean Gordon

ence explored issues that have

could present and comment on

and byu Law decided to share

Smith and Professor Christine Hurt,

arisen in current policy debates:

their scholarly works in progress

hosting the location with the

more than 30 legal and business

the incentive effect of legal rules

and participate in a plenary session

University of Utah College of

scholars with varied specialties

on start-up activity, the role of

on advancement toward tenure.

Law, alternating every other year.

from schools across the United

private ordering in facilitating or

The forum has now expanded to

States examined the role of law in

impeding entrepreneurial action,

panels of senior law professors

include law schools in Washing-

facilitating or impeding entrepre-

the influence of legal rules and

who would speak on various topics,

ton and Oregon.

neurial action. The participants in

practices on the creation of

The forum would also include

Law and Entrepreneurial Action Conference
Participants in the confer-

the conference will contribute to

entrepreneurial opportunities,

community among the junior schol-

at byu Law School on September

the Handbook of Law and Entrepre-

the role of law in promoting or

ars. Professor Smith emphasized

24–25. Scholars attended from

neurship in the United States, to be

foreclosing market entry, and the

that the forums were intended to

the Pacific Northwest down

published next year by Cambridge

effect of entrepreneurial action

be opportunities for law scholars to

through Arizona.

University Press.

on legal doctrine.

coach and instruct, and help build

4

Last year’s forum was held
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b u i l d i n g c o m m u n i t y : fa c u lt y i n t h e n e w s

Publishing with Oxford
University Press
byu Law professor Justin Collings
recently published Democracy’s
man Federal Constitutional Court,
1951–2001 with Oxford University

societal—as well as a doctrinal

Press. The book is the first schol-

and jurisprudential account.

arly history of the Federal Con-

2016 byu Law Review
Symposium
Professor Cliff Fleming organized the symposium “The Cutting Edge of International Tax
Reform,” which featured tax professors from across the United
States and a professor from
Canada. Participating professors
gave brief presentations of their
latest scholarly work regarding
international tax reform and
engaged in rigorous discussion
with those present. The papers
presented at the symposium will
be published in the fourth issue
of this year’s byu Law Review.
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In his review of the book,

stitutional Court of Germany and

Florian Meinel, a law professor

the first comprehensive history

at the Humboldt University of

of the Court written in English.

Berlin, writes: “Justin Collings

In its six-decade history, the

uses a wide range of sources to

German Federal Constitutional

reconstruct the history of the

Court has become one of the

[German Constitutional Court]

most powerful and influential

as a concrete constitutional his-

constitutional tribunals in the

tory of the federal republic, but

world. It has played a central role

also as a study in the contem-

in the establishment of liberal-

porary history of political ideas.

ism, democracy, and the rule of

In his account of the changing

law in postwar West Germany,

structure of the Court and of the

and it has been a model for

context of its decisions, he offers

constitutional tribunals in many

no less than a history of the sec-

other nations. The Court stands

ond German democracy through

virtually unchallenged as the

the lens of its highest interpreter.

most trusted institution of the

His book is written in a well-

German state.

crafted academic prose, full of

Professor Collings’s book

interesting detail and insightful

provides a complete history of

historical observations, complete

the Court from its founding in

with miniature portraits of the

1951 into the 21st century. In it,

dramatis personae. The depth and

Collings analyzes the Court’s

breadth of his understanding

success, presenting a public

of modern German history are

history—both political and

admirable.”

matt imbler

Guardians: A History of the Ger-

sources from 1760 to 1799 in order

first year of law school. Professor

with law students in other states

to allow more empirical research

Hernandez and the law students

as far as developing professional

on the meaning of the U.S. Con-

proposed the changes and pro-

lawyering skills.

stitution. cofea will eventually

vided significant research. The

launch with at least 100 million

court then adopted the proposed

student to practice in civil, admin-

words of content and be open to

amendments to the rules govern-

istrative, and misdemeanor cases

the public so that lawyers, judges,

ing the Utah State Bar.

only if there was a stipulated

Law and Corpus Linguistics

Law Review and the Columbia Sci-

law professors, and common citi-

byu Law is quickly becoming the

ence and Technology Law Review.

zens alike can better ascertain the

came in the fall of 2013, when

as well as both attorneys. There

epicenter of the burgeoning law

Justice Lee and two coauthors—

original meaning of constitutional

Professor Hernandez taught a

were no provisions for students to

and corpus linguistics movement,

former byu Law visiting assistant

words and phrases.

class called Government and

counsel, give advice, negotiate, or

led by faculty and alumni. Three

professor James Phillips and byu

Legislative Representation, in

otherwise engage in the practice

years ago the byu Law School

Law alumnus Daniel Ortner—

Changing the Face of Utah-Based

which students learned how to

of law. Further, students could not

became the first law school in the

published an essay this spring on

Practice: Carl Hernandez and the

draft legislation and write in a

make personal appearances out-

nation to offer a class on law and

constitutional interpretation and

Third-Year Practice Rule

government environment. As

side the presence of the supervis-

corpus linguistics, team taught

corpus linguistics in the Yale Law

Professor Carl Hernandez and

several students researched the

ing attorney unless it was for an

by Dean Gordon Smith, Utah

Journal Forum, and Daniel Ortner

several byu Law students were

Third-Year Practice Rule, they

uncontested divorce case.

Supreme Court justice Thomas

published an article on corpus

instrumental in changing the

saw that Utah’s rule was the

Lee, and alumnus and adjunct fac-

linguistics and the rule of lenity in

Third-Year Practice Rule with the

most restrictive law student

in all cases, including felony

ulty member Stephen Mouritsen.

the Boston University Public Inter-

Utah Supreme Court. The change

practice rule in the nation, put-

cases, and have the opportunity

This class has continued to be

est Law Journal.

extends greater latitude for stu-

ting Utah law students at a seri-

to appear outside of the personal

dents to practice law after their

ous competitive disadvantage

presence of their supervising

taught each year.

In late April, byu Law hosted

The genesis for the change

Previously, the rule allowed a

agreement between both parties

Now students can practice

two dozen scholars from around

attorney in certain circumstances.

Law Review highlighted a Utah

the country in the first-ever

Once a student has completed

Supreme Court case in which Jus-

symposium on law and cor-

the first year of law school, he or

tice Lee used corpus linguistics to

pus linguistics. These scholars

she can engage in the practice of

aid the interpretation of a statute,

included leading names in the

law in limited circumstances.

with the law review concluding

fields of constitutional interpreta-

In the wake of this change,

that “as an accessible, non-

tion, statutory interpretation, law

byu Law is working to enhance

technocratic check on traditional

and language, philosophy of lan-

its clinical alliance programs so

methods, corpus linguistics may

guage, and corpus linguistics.

that students who are engaging

Additionally, the Harvard

well belong in judges’ statutory
interpretation toolkits.”

byu Law is currently building

in related classes can take full

the first corpus of American Eng-

advantage of this new rule. In

lish from the 18th century. Called

addition, byu Law is working on a

two initial pioneering articles by

cofea (the Corpus of Founding Era

prosecution and defense clinical

Stephen Mouritsen on corpus

American English), it will include

alliance that will allow students

linguistics and statutory interpre-

documents from ordinary Ameri-

to enter courtrooms and engage

tation were published in the byu

cans, the Founders, and legal

in trial advocacy.

Articles that built on the
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s t u d e n t s byu Law students are among the strongest
in the nation in terms of their undergraduate achievements,
credentials, and service.
skills training in action:
clinical alliances

“Transactional clinical alliances provide

2015 student demographics

students an opportunity to work directly with
lawyers working in law firms or corporate
enrolled students
female
minority

legal departments. These classes allow students

45

to clarify their professional goals and

21

develop basic legal skills within a real-life legal
setting. Students are also able to enhance

returned missionaries

93

bilingual

90

they are working with. We are fortunate to

states represented

24

have, and are grateful for, those practicing lawyers

undergraduate universities

19

average age

25

median lsat score
median entering gpa

8

128

161
3.77

legal skills by observing the experienced lawyers

and organizations willing to take our
law students and give them this opportunity.”
—Curtis Anderson, skills professor

Jon McPherson, 2l, on working with an in-house attorney for
Lodging Dynamics Hospitality
Group: “What has been especially helpful and instructive in
this experience is the meaningful
one-on-one time I get with the
attorney.”
John Lowe, 2l, on working at Protection One Security,
researching and drafting documents: “Working in this clinical
alliance has given me valuable
knowledge and experience that
cannot be gained in a classroom.”
Mario Gonzales, 2l, on
working with patent law firm
Ongs Law Firm pllc on patent
preparation: “I had excellent
opportunities to observe different phases of patent preparation.
The experience has helped me
understand how substantive
law studied in the classroom is

bradley slade

applied in practice.”

Professor Curtis Anderson with clinical alliance students
Jon McPherson, John Lowe, and Mario Gonzales
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endowed student
scholarships
Gregg I. Alvord
Robert L. Backman
Carl A. and Rose Jenkins Badger
Robert and Amy Barker
Steven W. and Brenda H. Bennett
Ralph Brown
J. Robert and Ethel Bullock
Fritz B. Burns
Joseph E. Rawlinson/Fritz B. Burns
Class of 1978
Class of 1981
Glen L. Farr
James E. Faust
Steven G. and Marilynn F. Forsyth
Judge August Goebel and June Goebel
Stewart L. Grow
Bruce C. Hafen
H. Reese Hansen
Wayne M. and Connie A. Hancock
Charles E. Jones
Kathleen Fisher Kelly
William R. McConkie
R. Verne and Irene McCullough
byu Law students Abby McKeon and Ashley Bertoldo, from the clinical alliance class

Monroe G. McKay
Mulloy Family
Stanley D. Neeleman
Jack P. Peterson
Maude Birkin Peterson

Abby McKeon, 2l, on interning in the offices of general counsel at both

Francis J. Rasmussen

Westminster College and Salt Lake Community College: “I feel great having taken

Stephen L Richards

advantage of gaining practical experience while in law school.”

Roland G. Robison

Ashley Bertoldo, 2l, on working with Blendtec’s in-house counsel, researching

John R. and Cheryl M. Thackeray

and drafting: “It was great to have this internship and these projects and be able

Edwin M. Thomas

to touch base with Professor Anderson during the clinic class about what I was

Lonny E. and Lori Townsend

working on [and] benefit from his advice, insight, and expertise.”

Victor L. and Carole F. Walch
John S. and Unita W. Welch
Mary Alice Woolley
Clyde F. Worthen
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four permanent gifts for student scholarships
named for margaret rose nelson, douglas parker,
william mcconkie, and roland robison

G. Kevin Jones, ’77:

“who went about doing good”

consistently exhibited civility

Going About Doing Good

(Acts 10:38).

with and interest in students and

Kevin went to Colorado State

treated them with respect

Kevin Jones’s father was a Foreign

and then to byu for his under-



Service officer, so the Jones fam-

graduate degree. He received a jd

plished federal Indian law attor-

ily lived all over the world. Kevin

from byu Law School, an llm from

ney, who demonstrated decency

spent most of his childhood in

the University of Utah College of

in the practice of law, believing in

Indonesia during the 1950s, where

Law, and an sjd from the Univer-

there were only a handful of

sity of Virginia School of Law. He

and having them participate as

discovered that these children



Americans and Europeans living

then stayed in the East working

though they were fellow attor-

love the practices and the games.

deputy attorney general, state

close by and poverty was ram-

as a United States Supreme Court

neys. This gives them a chance

He first wondered if they would

director of the Bureau of Land

pant. The family separated paper,

fellow and intern and as a staffer

to see how issues of public policy

even be able to play with other

Management, and a premier

tin, and plastic to trade for fruit

for senators.

are resolved.

teams in the league, but through

natural resource manager, who

and eggs with vendors who would
come to the house.
Kevin remembers two people

Kevin is currently the

William McConkie, accom-

those he served
Roland Robison, Utah state

patience and love, he found that

interviewed Kevin for the nps

National Park Service (nps) law-

vides these students gives them

playing helped them focus and

position, asked Kevin to become

The mentoring Kevin pro-

yer for Utah in the U.S. Depart-

an example of the kind of profes-

that family members were sup-

his lawyer, and maintained high

coming up the drive once, hold-

ment of the Interior, and he deals

sional they might want to be. A

portive. The team has even won

ethical standards

ing on to each other. They were

with the multitude of issues that

recent intern, Devin Kenney, from

some of its games. Kevin was also

dressed in tattered rags that also

arise in national parks. The posi-

Michigan State University College

surprised by the good these chil-

awards and scholarships at

covered their faces and were

tion allows him to mentor law

of Law, concluded his intern-

dren did in his life.

the Law School, Kevin has

begging for food. The smell of

students who come to the office

ship by writing to Kevin: “I thank

Honoring those who have

rotting flesh preceded them.

as interns, and he has supervised

you not only for the depth of my

done much good in his life has

awards at byu in honor of his

Kevin’s parents fed them on the

more than 100 students, noting

intellectual experience in your

become Kevin’s passion. He has

mother, Marie (Speech Show-

back porch and told Kevin to stay

that they have come from many

office but also for the character-

donated money for scholarships

case); father, Garth (Political

in the house. He still remembers

major universities. Not only does

building experiences as I worked

to the Law School in the names of

Science Writing Award); older

watching them walk back down

Kevin work with them during

with and observed you perform

the following people because of

brother, Edward (Vocal Point);

the drive and wondering where

their internships, but he keeps

your work. You really provided an

what they added to his life:

grandparents Luke and Dolly

they would go and what they

track of them after they leave,

excellent example of exactly the



would do. He didn’t know then

helping them find clerkships and

sort of attorney I want and need

member of the charter class,

mentor, Dr. Mark Cannon (Rom-

that they were lepers, but he still

full-time work with law firms

to be.”

neighbor, and friend, who died of

ney Institute).

remembers his concern for them.

and the government. His way

He was taught by example to do

of working with students is to

coaching a Little League base-

give them unparalleled access to

ball team of boys with physical

with courage and faith
Douglas Parker, law profes-

goes about doing good and hon-

good, and he took for his mantra



oring those who have made a

the description of the Savior,

cases, introducing them to clients

and mental disabilities. He has

sor, mentor, and friend, who

difference in his life.

Recently Kevin has been

Margaret Rose Nelson, ’76,

cancer in 1992, meeting her death

In addition to establishing

also created scholarships and

Clegg (Independent Study); and

Giving is the way that Kevin
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clark scholars program

In 2016 the Law School implemented the J. Reuben Clark Scholars Program. The program
honors J. Reuben Clark’s legacy of academic excellence, dedicated service, and extraordinary work
ethic by presenting awards to up to 12 outstanding applicants in the entering class. Clark
scholars receive an array of financial and scholastic benefits during their byu Law experience:



Gayla Sorenson, dean of

$5,000-per-year stipend for all three

admissions, describes the impact

years of law school, with retention

of the new program: “In addition

conditioned only on remaining a

to the outstanding value offered by

full-time student in good standing

byu Law to all its students, those



An invitation to the Clark

chosen for the Clark Scholars

scholars reception and dinner with

Program will receive an enhanced

faculty and deans at the beginning

academic experience with lifelong

of each school year

benefits. We know these students

Membership on the Clark

will in turn play key roles in pro-

Scholars Board, with opportunities

moting the legacy of J. Reuben

to interact with visiting scholars,

Clark through their academic

jurists, and leaders

excellence and dedicated service.”
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A full-tuition scholarship plus a

Funding to attend two domestic

byu Law announces the 2016

academic conferences during the

Clark scholars: Amy Andrus,

scholar’s time in law school, provid-

Maura Bochte, Nicholas Hafen,

ing exposure to academic experts,

Brok Humbert, Laura Hunt, Neal

distinguished legal practitioners,

Monson, Wright Noel, Daniel

and other leaders in areas of inter-

Quarnberg, Thomas Stockard, and

est to the individual Clark scholar

Aubri Thomas.

jail outreach
byu Law’s Jail Outreach Club is dedicated to connecting law students with youth in the juvenile justice system. Court
Watch, a program built by Professor David Dominguez, started with only four members, but in less than a year it has
grown to more than 40 students who attend weekly detention hearings to ensure that the residents of the local detention
center receive fair and adequate hearings.
At an event on March 10, 2016, Professor Dominguez reported on the success of the program and thanked the students
who volunteer. He said, “byu Law has a working model of a juvenile justice system that could be used across the nation.”
He expressed his hope that this program would become a flagship for other law schools.
byu Law recent graduate and club member Andy Gonzalez, ’16, said: “I have seen the Court Watch program bridge
the gap between youth and judges, allowing them to see the changes these kids are willing to make.”
Another law student volunteer, Morgan Luedtke, 2L, said, “I have seen the confidence of the juveniles increase as we
help them by talking through their options.”
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United States Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas
Founders Day Speaker
Distinguished Jurist in Residence

visitors and activities

sba Opening Social

Monte Stewart
Honored Alum Lecture

21st Annual Rex Lee Run

Andy Spalding
University of Richmond
School of Law

Ruth Renlund
Women in
Law Speaker

sba Halloween Party

sba Talent Show

Moot Court Finals held before the Third Circuit Court of Appeals
Trial Advocacy Team
Linda Anderson Competition
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Richard Epstein
nyu Law School
Hafen Distinguished Lecture

Stump the Professor
Utah Supreme Court in Session
at the Law School

Trial Advocacy Team
Linda Anderson Competition

LawMeets Transactional Competition

Christmas Flash Mob
at the Law School

Black History Panel

Judge M. Margaret
McKeown
9th Circuit Court
of Appeals
Jurist in
Residence

Oral arguments held
by the 10th Circuit
Court of Appeals at
the Law School

Barrister’s Ball
Pilf Auction

Winning Moot
Court Teams
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Annual Giving Class Participation (2015)

finance and giving

Dear Donors, Thank you for your generous gifts. Every contri-

8-Year Giving History

bution, large or small, helps us to magnify the work of the Law
School. We are deeply grateful for your support.
d. g ordon smith, Dean
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Law School Endowment Growth
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$117.2
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alumni: 141
donors: 33
participation: 23%
total gifts: $34,130
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donors: 22
participation: 16%
total gifts: $20,825

alumni: 158
donors: 22
participation: 14%
total gifts: $130,000
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1984
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alumni: 141
donors: 31
participation: 22%
total gifts: $88,734

alumni: 148
donors: 35
participation: 24%
total gifts: $36,595

alumni: 154
donors: 25
participation: 16%
total gifts: $23,075
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1992

alumni: 126
donors: 29
participation: 23%
total gifts: $24,660

alumni: 142
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total gifts: $75,180

alumni: 149
donors: 22
participation: 15%
total gifts: $7,465
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alumni: 139
donors: 27
participation: 19%
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alumni: 131
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total gifts: $15,769

alumni: 152
donors: 20
participation: 13%
total gifts: $3,715
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total gifts: $14,685

$92.5

millions

90

$85.1
$77.9

80
$72.7

$69.7

70
$62.3

$60

60
$53.3

50

$45.7

40

$36.6
$32.4

$39
$34.5

30
20
2000

16

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

1997

2006

alumni: 161
donors: 20
participation: 12%
total gifts: $4,075

alumni: 169
donors: 20
participation: 12%
total gifts: $3,910

1998

2007

alumni: 156
donors: 25
participation: 16%
total gifts: $8,465

alumni: 144
donors: 23
participation: 16%
total gifts: $4,860

1999

2008

alumni: 156
donors: 19
participation: 12%
total gifts: $3,725

alumni: 160
donors: 22
participation: 14%
total gifts: $1,275

2000

2009

alumni: 145
donors: 25
participation: 17%
total gifts: $7,314

alumni: 131
donors: 21
participation: 16%
total gifts: $2,275

2001

2010

alumni: 158
donors: 23
participation: 15%
total gifts: $2,600

alumni: 164
donors: 18
participation: 11%
total gifts: $1,530

2002

2011

alumni: 126
donors: 13
participation: 10%
total gifts: $6,320

alumni: 156
donors: 17
participation: 11%
total gifts: $1,215

2003

2012

alumni: 165
donors: 17
participation: 10%
total gifts: $2,499

alumni: 155
donors: 14
participation: 9%
total gifts: $885

2004

2013

alumni: 165
donors: 24
participation: 15%
total gifts: $14,022

alumni: 130
donors: 10
participation: 8%
total gifts: $355

2005

2014

alumni: 156
donors: 33
participation: 21%
total gifts: $34,350

alumni: 138
donors: 11
participation: 8%
total gifts: $450

Donors|Sponsors
dean’s circle
Chuck, ’76, and Carole Carr
Lew, ’76, and Barb Cramer
Judge Lynn, ’76, and Lenore Davis
R. Bruce, ’76, and Denise Duffield
Stephen Condie, ’76, and Janae Earl
Linda Goold, ’76
Robert J., ’76, and Linda Grow
L. Rich, ’76, and Susan Humpherys
L. Reid, ’76, and Ana Ivins
Bob, ’76, and Gloria Johnson
Kirk A., ’76, and Gael Benson
Charles L., ’77, and Suzan Allen
Ralph L., ’77, and Mary Dewsnup
Steven G., ’77, and Marilynn Felt Forsyth
Clayton F., ’77, and Marla Foulger
G. Kevin Jones, ’77
Judge N. Randy, ’77, and LaDean Smith
Gerrit, ’77, and Judy Steenblik
Clyde F., ’77, and Barbara Worthen
Paul F., ’78, and Virginia E. Graf
Armand, ’78, and Julie W. Johansen
Morris, ’78, and Jane Linton
Ken, ’78, and Deborah Stewart
John R., ’78, and Cheryl Thackeray
Glenna M. Christensen, ’78, and
Del Parkinson
Anonymous, ’78
Annette Wanlass, ’79, and Dr. Joseph Q.
Jarvis
Anonymous, ’79
John A., ’81, and Lisa R. Adams
Bradley, ’81, and Barbara Holm
Craig M., ’81, and Pamela Lundell
David W., ’81, and Connie Slaughter
Norman J., ’81, and M. Kathy Younker
David V., ’82, and Elizabeth Carlson
Thomas F., ’82, and Kathryn Christensen
Steven J., ’82, and Kathryn W. Christiansen
Jordan W., ’82, and Julie Clements
S. David, ’82, and Julie Colton
F. McKay, ’82, and Sue Anne Johnson
R. Brad, ’82, and Karen Oates
Kevin J, ’82, and Peggy Worthen
Anonymous, ’82
David, ’83, and Nina Garfield
Jeffrey W. Shields, ’83
Nancy, ’83, and John Van Slooten
Steven J., ’83, and Kalleen Lund
David L., ’84, and Georganne B. Arrington
Cyndi Woodbury Gilbert, ’84
Mark James, ’84, and Stephanie, ’86, Griffin
Garry L., ’84, and Natasha Matkin, ’84, Hayes
Joe, ’84, and Cyndee Hepworth
Jeff V., ’84, and Janet M. Nelson

Bud, ’84, and Shirley Scruggs
Steven C. Smith, ’84
J. Kevin, ’84, and Susan West
Anonymous, ’84
Doug, ’85, and Kathleen Andrews
David J., ’85, and Stacey Bertoch
Douglas R., ’85, and Ann Bush
Daniel Thomas, ’85, and Laura Ditto
John R., ’85, and Annette Erickson
Terri Thorpe, ’85, and Robert Harris
Lonny E., ’85, and Lori Townsend
Steven Rudger, ’86, and Ruth Clawson
Glen B., ’86, and Lori Collyer
Larry, ’86, and Leslie Jenkins
Mark S., ’86, and Marcia Webber
Stephen L., ’87, and Julie West
Steven W., ’90, and Brenda Bennett
Dean H., ’90, and Suzanne Lefler
David R., ’91, and Sandra Brinley
Linda W., ’91, and David B. Magleby
Fred W., ’91, and Kathleen Penney
David A., ’92, and Jennifer Golden
E. Kristen Moye, ’92
Jack, ’92, and Deon Pate
Dan, ’93, and Lisa A. Thompson
Anonymous, ’93
J Steven Young, ’94
Brian W. Easton, ’95
Dale T., ’95, and Renee Hansen
John T., ’96, and Christine M., ’96, Kelleher
James, ’96, and Holly Mulloy
Rob J., ’96, and Kristen, ’97, Hellewell
Richard C., ’98, and Jennie Holman, ’99, Blake
Xiaohui (Leo) Hu, ’98, and Shuxiang
(Susan) Wang
Fraser, ’98, and Kristi Roy
David F., ’98, and Tiffany Sampson
Perry C. Siatis, ’00
David, ’03, and Vicky Baggs
William, ’03, and Maria Perkins
Tasha, ’04, and Brian Yacktman
Daqin Zhang, ’04, and Enhui Yin
Daniel, ’05, and Wendy Carr
Laurie Litster Frost, ’06
Jared, ’07, and Ruth Sine
Dr. Ray W. and Mrs. Bonnie Alvord
Ruth E. Armknecht
Susan Easton Black
Sterling D. and Eleanor R. Colton
C. Webb and Nan Crockett
Paul M. and Maren Durham
Judge Allan R. Earl
Cliff and Linda Fleming
Frederick Mark and Nicea S. Gedicks
Judge Lloyd and LaPrele George
Paul E. and Susan Gilbert
Randall and Robin Guynn
Wayne M. and Connie A. Hancock

Brian and Stacy Hansen
Heidi K. Hubbard
Charles E. and Ann Jones
Brian and Erika Kaiser
Thomas and Kathleen Kelly
Bryant L. Livingston
Wallie E. and Harriet Rasmussen
Layne and Sharon Rushforth
Judge David Sam
Victor and Carole Walch
Lynn and Marian Wardle
John S. and Unita Welch
Kenneth and Athelia Woolley
Mary H. Worthen
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
sponsors
ace Test Preparation
Ballard Spahr llp
Bennett Tueller Johnson & Deere
byu Office of the General Counsel
Callister Nebeker & McCullough
Christensen & Jensen pc
Clayton, Howarth & Cannon
Cresa
David & Stacey Bertoch
Dorsey & Whitney llp
Durham Jones & Pinegar pc
Fillmore Spencer llc
Headwaters Inc.
Holland & Hart llp
Jones Waldo
Keen Law Offices llc
Keller Jolley Preece
Kirton McConkie
Magleby & Greenwood pc
Mumford Law
ncc Group Escrow Associates
Overstock.com
Parr Brown Gee & Loveless
Parsons Behle & Latimer
Ray Quinney & Nebeker
Renig & Barber
Robert Burton & Armand Johansen
Sage Forensic Accounting Inc.
Scalar Group Inc.
Smith Hartvigsen pllc
Smith Knowles pc
Snell & Wilmer
Snow Christensen & Martineau
Stoel Rives llp
Symbii Home Health & Hospice
TraskBritt
Workman Nydegger
Wright Law Group pllc
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alumni and friends

Career Services and Professional

they have gained under his careful

Development Office Exceptional

tutelage is truly priceless.

Service Awards

Jonathan Hafen,

The byu Law School Career Ser-

with the help of the

vices and Professional Develop-

Alumni Advisory

ment Office awarded Thomas

Board, was instru-

Miami-Dade County Circuit 		
Court
oca—Asian Pacific American 		
Advocates
Rocky Mountain Innocence

Alumni in the News

Judge Lynn W. Davis,

J. Michael Bailey, ’86,

’76, along with other

Fong, ’77, and Jonathan O. Hafen,

mental in revamping

has been elected

nationwide scholars,

’91, the 2016 Exceptional Service

the alumni/student mentoring

Defender’s Office

to the 15-member

was invited by the

Awards for their outstanding

program, including creating the

San Diego Superior Court

Executive Commit-

National Center

contribution to the professional

program’s curriculum and increas-

Utah Governor’s Office of

tee of the United States Golf

for State Courts to draft a model

development of byu Law students

ing standards for mentor partici-

Association (usga). He is the first

code of professional responsibil-

and graduates.

pation. His vision was to provide

Utahn ever elected to serve on

ity for court interpreters. That

this committee, which is the gov-

model has now been adopted

Judge Thomas
Fong has been

Economic Development
Utah Labor Commission
Utah Legal Services

attorney who could assist with

Virginia Attorney General’s Office

statutorily in every state. Because

tireless in his work

the student’s professional devel-

in the usga’s 121-year history. He

of this work, Harvard Law School

with byu Law stu-

opment and, in particular, with

has served on the usga’s Regional

invited Judge Davis to be a guest

dents, particularly

creating and maintaining a pro-

Affairs Committee since 2002,

lecturer in conjunction with

those interested in immigration

fessional network. This program

and he has served as a rules offi-

the Harvard Latino Law Review

law. Even though he is based in

has not only encouraged alumni

cial or scoring volunteer at many

publishing his articles “Lessons

Los Angeles, he has spent many

mentors to become more to these

in Administering Justice: What

hours at the Law School meet-

students than a friend or a teacher

Judges Need to Know About the

ing with Immigration Law Forum

but has also given them the tools

have Michael on the usga Board,

Requirements, Role, and Profes-

members, having lunch and group

to successfully do so. Hafen was

and it is good for both the usga

sional Responsibilities of the

meetings with students, and

president of the byu Law Alumni

“It’s a great honor for Utah to

Salt Lake City Federal Public 		

each student with a professional

erning board of the association,

usga amateur championships.

Project (Galbraith Fellow)

and the uga [Utah Golf Associa-

Court Interpreter” and “Finding

working with the members of the

Association from 2008 to 2009

tion] to have him serve on the two

Justice in Translation: American

Career Services and Professional

and is the president-elect and past

The seeds for James Egan’s, ’14,

boards at the same time,” said Bill

Jurisprudence Affecting Due

Development Office. He does

Law School representative for the

fellowship were planted when,

Walker, executive director of the

Process for People with Limited

this to help students master the

byu Alumni Board.

as a law student, he saw a docu-

uga. “We congratulate Mike for

English Proficiency Together with

procedures for immigration court

this significant appointment, and

Practical Suggestions.” The latter

clerkship applications. Judge Fong

he will bring great credit to Utah

article is now mandatory reading

encourages students to contact

golf at the national level.”

for every new judge in the United

him directly with questions and

Bailey is an attorney and
shareholder in the litigation and
government relations depart-

States through the National Judi-

makes personal contact with the

cial College program.

students interested in immigration

Judge Davis currently serves

law so that he can assist them

Public Services Fellowships
byu Law is in its second year of
expanded public service fellowships, in which a graduate or fellow can work full-time for up to
a year following graduation. This
year’s fellowship-placement

ments of Parsons Behle & Latimer.

on the national advisory coun-

in their job search and career. In

He has concentrated his practice

cil for the first bilingual legal

addition, he has carefully men-

on commercial and environmen-

interpreter graduate program in

tored and taught many student

Catholic Charities, San Francisco
Congressional Research Service,

tal litigation and government

the country at the University of

externs in his chambers through-

relations.

Charleston in South Carolina.

out the years. The experience
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providers include the following:

Washington, DC

mentary at the Sundance Film
Festival on the West Memphis
Three—three men who were
tried and convicted as teenagers
for the murders of three boys
in West Memphis, Arkansas, in
1994. The men always asserted
their innocence, and in 2010
newly produced dna evidence
enabled them to enter Alford
pleas—asserting their innocence while acknowledging that

alumni demographics

prosecutors had enough evidence

pac if ic n orth west

447

to convict them. They were
released after having served 18
years of life sentences.
James had always been inter-

northe ast

338

ce ntr al

351

ested in questions of crime and
social responsibility with political
and philosophical overtones but
had never thought of criminal
justice as a focus for his study
and work. That soon changed. A
few months before he was to
graduate, the Galbraith family
funded a fellowship for criminal
justice reform and the innocence
movement, and James was its
first recipient. He worked at
the Rocky Mountain Innocence

pac if ic

930

Project, aiding investigations and
partnering with Salt Lake City law
bradley slade

firms through pro bono service
and working with exonerees to
help them negotiate life after
incarceration.
When byu Law
announced the cre-

mou n ta in

3,021

s ou the ast

131

ation of 11 yearlong
fellowships, Cherise
Bacalski, ’14, took

Appeals. The appeals dealt with

Bacalski says she owes her

knew she wanted her legal career

negotiating labor contracts, liti-

the opportunity to contact Laura

a range of both state and federal

upcoming clerkship with Justice

to focus on education. After

gating a First Amendment issue,

Dupaix, division chief of criminal

issues—from the Sixth Amend-

John Pearce of the Utah Supreme

graduation she moved to St. Paul,

and drafting construction con-

appeals at the Utah Attorney

ment right to counsel to gunshot

Court to Dupaix and byu Law for

Minnesota, and applied with the

tracts, all while advising a large

General’s Office, to sponsor her

wounds meeting the require-

her fellowship opportunity.

Minneapolis Public Schools sys-

school board. After the fellowship

tem. She was accepted on a one-

and through the introductions

fellowship.
Under Dupaix’s tutelage,

ments of “serious bodily injury.”
Most important, she learned that

Coming to law

Bacalski drafted 10 criminal

the standard of review is “king”

school from a

year fellowship from byu Law.

appeals, mooted dozens of argu-

and that each issue in a case may

stint working with

general counsel gave Schnaidt

Schools, she secured a permanent

ments, and argued one case off

have a different standard. Even

Teach for America,

widely variable and dynamic work.

position with a law firm primarily

brief before the Utah Court of

though the fellowship has ended,

Emily Schnaidt, ’14,

In her first week she found herself

serving school districts.

Working with school district

and positive reviews from her
colleagues at Minneapolis Public
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c h a i r s a n d p r o f e s s o r s h i p s The Law School’s endowed chairs and professorships have been funded by generous donations from alumni and friends. They recognize faculty
who have produced a record of high-quality teaching and scholarship, and they create an incentive for continuing accomplishments.

chairs

occupants (former occupants)

Ernest L. Wilkinson Chair

J. Clifton Fleming (Edward L. Kimball)

Guy Anderson Chair

Frederick Mark Gedicks (Robert E. Riggs, Carl S. Hawkins)

Rex E. Lee Chair

(David A. Thomas, Thomas D. Morgan)

professorships

occupants (former occupants)

Robert W. Barker Professorship

(Richard G. Wilkins)

Hugh W. Colton Professorship

Kevin J Worthen, James R. Rasband

Terry L. Crapo Professorship

(Stanley D. Neeleman)

Woodruff J. Deem Professorship

(Michael Goldsmith)

Marion B. and Rulon A. Earl Professorship

James D. Gordon III

Glen L. Farr Professorship

D. Gordon Smith (Larry C. Farmer)

Bruce C. Hafen Professorship

Lynn D. Wardle

Howard W. Hunter Professorship

(H. Reese Hansen)

Charles E. Jones Professorship

Kif Augustine-Adams

Francis R. Kirkham Professorship

Brett G. Scharffs (C. Douglas Floyd)

Rex J. and Maureen E. Rawlinson Professorship

A. Christine Hurt (Thomas R. Lee)

Stephen L Richards Professorship

(James H. Backman)

Marion G. Romney Professorship

(Larry C. Farmer, Gerald R. Williams)

Edwin M. Thomas Professorship

Cheryl B. Preston

Wayne M. and Connie C. Hancock Professorship

David H. Moore

H. Reese Hansen Professorship
Stanley D. Neeleman Professorship

bradley slade

Class of 1976 Professorship

university professorships

occupants

Susa Young Gates Professorship

W. Cole Durham Jr.

Robert K. Thomas Professorship

John W. Welch
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a lu mni boa r d ex ecu tive committee
a nd co mmittee ch a ir s 2015 –2016
ryan tibbitts, ’84

president (deceased june 23, 2016)

david mortensen, ’98

acting president as of june 23, 2016

tom christensen, ’82

president-elect

amy gardner larsen, ’04

events chair

yasser sanchez, ’07

annual fund chair

blake tierney, ’09

a l u m n i b oa rd
cl a ss p resi d e n ts

22

media chair

a lu mni boa r d pa st p r eside n ts

1996

omar melo

1997

matt jensen

1998

james ahlstrom

name

grad year

presidential term

1976

lew cramer

1999

susan broberg

ted lewis

1976

1990–1991

1977

phil broadbent

2000

michelle mitchell, cochair

mike hutchings

1979

1991–1992

1978

dave clark

2000

melissa hansen, cochair

morris linton

1978

1992–1994

1979

richard sheffield

2001

amy smedley

mitzi collins

1987

1994–1996

1980

richard parry

2002

jennifer brown

mark morris

1985

1996–1998

1981

craig lundell

2003

alyson carter

doug monson

1981

1998–1999

1982

kevin sutterfield

2004 ashley carter

rob clark

1980

1999–2000

1983

charles deem

2005

monica merrill

neil lindberg

1990

2000–2001

1984

mark griffin

2006

cortney kochevar

david crapo

1987

2001–2003

1985

dan ditto

2007

randall rowberry

berne broadbent

1982

2004

1986

mike bailey

2008

steve burton

mark webber

1986

2005

1987

scott wilson

2009

joshua chandler

wendy archibald

1993

2006

1988

gary christensen

2010

marie kulbeth

charles roberts

1987

2006–2007

1989

james lund

2011

annette thacker

steve hill

1977

2007–2008

1990

mckay pearson

2012

cathryne harrison hundley

jonathan hafen

1991

2008–2009

1991

fred penney

2013

ryan fisher

mark linderman

1989

2009–2010

1992

jack pate

2014

geidy achecar

tani downing

1991

2010–2011

1993

keith call

2015

anthony loubet

gary winger

1992

2011–2013

1994

rebecca rockwell

2016

caroline lamb, cochair

jami brackin

1992

2013–2014

1995

kristin gerdy

2016

ruth twede, cochair

david mortensen

1998

2014–2016

class notes

1983

1985

Kevin Stolworthy

1992

1993

was named man1976

Harvey Martin

Kevin Anderson

aging attorney of

Bryan Chambers

Richard Kirschner

was appointed

Armstrong Teas-

was elected

was named the

as a new federal

dale in Las Vegas.

president of the

head of school

bankruptcy judge

He also was listed

Arizona State

at Canterbury

in Utah.

as a Mountain

Bar and was

School in Fort

appointed by

Myers, Florida.

Van Sciver was

Steven Lund

hired by usda

was appointed

Rural Develop-

by Governor

Lew Cramer

ment as an

Gary Herbert

the Nevada Legal

received the Life-

outreach

and unanimously

Elite.

time Achieve-

coordinator.

approved to

ment Award at
the 2015 Utah

1986

serve on the
1981

yer and named to

1989

Utah State Board
Michael Bailey

David Brooks

has been

was featured

appointed to the

among the top-

15-member Exec-

rated Mesa,

utive Committee

Arizona, litiga-

Brad Holm was

of the United

tion lawyers by

named the new

States Golf

Martindale.com.

city attorney for

Association.

Global Forum

of Regents.

for contributions to the Utah

1984

economy.

Phoenix.
Robert Grow
received the

States Super Law-

Ryan Tibbitts

1990

died on June
1982

Spencer Kenner
was appointed
by Governor
Jerry Brown as
chief counsel of
the California
Department of
Water Resources
in Sacramento.
1991

Justin Bastian
joined the Palo
Alto and San
Francisco offices
of Perkins Coie
llp as the new
head of the
California Capital

23, 2016, due to

Markets practice.

Governor Doug
Ducey to the Gila
County Superior
Court.

joined Jones

the new state

by Governor

Waldo’s Salt

commission to

Gary Herbert.

Lake City office

the Tennessee
Pilot Project.

Ross Burningham
joined Gunderson Dettmer

delivered a devo-

Stough Ville-

tional address at

neuve Franklin

U.S. Senator

Brigham Young

& Hachigian llp

Mike Lee was

University on

as a partner in

named by the

March 17, 2015.

their corporate

National Consti-

practice group

tution Center as

in Venice,

one of its inau-

California.

gural Senatorial

nominated by

James Carter

was the current

President Barack

joined the

Brent Lorimer

alumni board

Obama as a new

Orange County,

was named

president of byu

federal judge for

California, office

to Workman

Law School and

the District of

of Jackson Lewis

Nydegger’s

was employed

Idaho.

pc as a principal.

board of

by Qualtrics llp.

directors.

Recently he pub-

Mark Sabey has

Mark Hutchison

ing principal for

Curtis Taylor has

lished Hail Mary,

been appointed

became Nevada’s

Highland Capital

been called to

the story of byu’s

as a shareholder

lieutenant

Brokerage Inc.

preside over the

1980 Miracle

with the health-

governor.

California Ran-

Bowl football

care firm Hall

cho Cucamonga

game. He is sur-

Render Killian

vice president of
Legal and Risk at
England Logistics

Visiting Scholars.

in Burlington,

1996

Jeffrey Orr was

vived by his wife,

Heath & Lyman

ning July 2016.

passed away on

Nan, and their

in Denver.

October 27, 2015,

five children.

on February 20,
2016, in Hermiston, Oregon,
after a battle
with cancer.

Sharel Reber
was named the

named manag-

Robin Riggs

shareholder.

Carl Hernandez

plant surgery. He

at age 62.

1995

Business Court

Valley University.

in Salt Lake City

as a new

provide input on

David Nye was

Mission begin-

1997

Jeffrey Gooch

marrow trans-

passed away

Francisco.

Tax Commission

Award from Utah

Toni Skinner

Ellis llp in San

to the Utah State

following bone

New Jersey.

charge of Tucker

was named to

Business Ethics

1979

partner-in-

David Golden

complications

appointed as

Rebecca Rockwell

was named

was appointed

Kirk Englehardt

Justin Olsen was

1994

Lance Wilson

Utah Attorney
General Office
2015 Attorney of

Northwest in

Karla Staheli

Seattle.

passed away on

the Year.
1999

August 14, 2015,
in St. George,

Ryan Robinson

Utah, from causes

has been

associated with

selected to serve

early-onset and

as the Woods

accelerated

Cross, Utah, city

dementia.

prosecutor.
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Leslie Gallacher
has been
appointed president of xango.

Aaron Winn

2008

2010

joined Duane

Matt Hunsaker

Richard Call was

was named part-

named partner in

ner at Baker Botts

the Boston office

llp in Dallas.

of McDermott

Brandon Pond

was promoted

has joined the

to partner in

Seattle office of

the Silicon Val-

Hillis Clark Mar-

Robbie Yates

ley, California,

tin & Peterson as

joined Kirton

office of Orrick,

an associate in

Daniel Stevenson

McConkie in Salt

Herrington &

the firm’s Lender

was named gen-

Lake City as a

Sutcliffe llp.

Services and

eral counsel at

shareholder.

Will & Emery.

2004
2002

Jennifer Brown
was appointed as
a Fourth District
Court judge in
Utah.
2003

Dan Nichols

was named part-

practicing business and immigration law.
Jordan Lee has

as a federal

office, focusing

prosecutor for

appointed as

eastern Idaho.

general for

2007

Colorado.
Elizabeth Esty
Darby has joined
Stites & Harbison pllc as an
attorney in their
became a part-

tucky, office.

named director

ner at the San

of the School

Francisco office

of Communica-

of Kronenberger

2006

Jason Redd
president of the
Trenton, New

Alto, California.

Jersey, Board of
Education.

Trent Sutton has
been named man-

Ryan Borneman

aging shareholder

was promoted to

of Littler Mendel-

partner at Duane

son pc in Roches-

Morris llp in

ter, New York.

Philadelphia.

oversaw the

Justin Townsend

merging of Bar-

has been named

low Flake llp and

American Youth

Richards & Asso-

Soccer regional

ciates to form

commissioner for

Clear Counsel

Carson Valley in

Law Group in Las

Nevada.

as an associate
in their litigation
section.
Bruce Cassity
has joined Lewis
Roca Rothgerber
llp as a new
associate in Las
Vegas.
Tim Hemming
has joined the
St. George, Utah,

on commer-

Andres Sanchez

cial litigation,

has joined the

employment

Lewis Roca Roth-

litigation, and

gerber Business
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Better Utah as its
new policy and

Marc Swenson

was sworn in as

& Rosati in Palo

Jared Richards

joined Snell &

advocacy associ-

Dustin Cammack

Rosenfeld llp.

Sonsini Goodrich
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pc and will be

Salt Lake City

Glenn Roper was

Gunderson, Denton & Peterson

selected to serve

Ed Carter was

ner at Wilson

2013

of Redgrave llp.

Lexington, Ken-

was named part-

zona law firm of

Wilmer in their

Ginny Sanderson

Young University.

joined the Ari-

has been

Houston.

Anthony Weibell

City.

James Dalton

Rose Fulbright in

tions at Brigham

Adam Gunderson

Francisco office

ner at Norton

2005

Finance group.

mon in Salt Lake

joined the San

deputy solicitor
Robert Morris

Kirton McConkie

Howell & Guy-

Travis Jensen

Domo Inc.

Lake City firm of

has joined York

partner in its San

2001

joined the Salt

Andres Ruedas

Morris llp as a
Diego office.

Judson Burton

2012

has been made

Landon Sullivan

counsel at the

was hired at the

New York office

Jones Waldo law

of Davis Polk &

firm in Salt Lake

Wardwell llp.

City.

has joined the

Allison Brown

Public Law

has joined Snell

Group of Gust

& Wilmer in

Rosenfeld plc in

their Salt Lake

Phoenix.

City office with

ate director in
Salt Lake City.

a focus in commercial real
estate.
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